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20th Year
Anniversary Sale

IS GOING

Serving VA, MD & DC

GREEN!
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1 Year
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sq. ft.
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Carpet Sale, Up To 40% Off
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Hardwood Flooring

Hartco®

352 Maple Ave. W
Vienna, VA 22180
(703) 537-5485

Call Today For Your FREE Design Consultation

w w w . fl o o r s u s a i n c . c o m

21031 Triple Seven Rd.
Sterling, VA 20165
(703) 348-0440

(Across The Street From Amphora)

Open 7 Days A Week • Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-8 • Sat. 10-7 • Sun. 12-5

(At Borders Plaza)

ViennaVirginia.com
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SPRING 2009

CHANGE?
Let’s talk about changes…and we mean changes! We love springtime in the
Tysons area…the blooming trees, the outdoor cafes, and bikers on the trail…
we love it. And we are experiencing other changes as well…
Erin Fuller, Executive Director of Tyson Tomorrow gives us some thoughts
on our changing landscape and Mike Salmon previews the new and exciting
Park Crest Community and the new options for residential car-free living.
And we have some new dining choices as well. Le Canard has become The
Maplewood Grill, offering classic American Cuisine and the great sing along
piano we love, Inox has opened it’s doors in the “chic” section of Tysons
Corner offering “creative and approachable American Cuisine” and we are
back at JR’s Steakhouse for the steaks with the taste of Kansas City-how
lucky are we?
Cindy Pavell, M.S., our favorite Fitness and Wellness consultant writes of
vitamins and sunshine and we continue to feature many of the area’s small
and medium businesses we hope you will support in these challenging
economic times.
We are pleased to announce that Dennis Alloy is our new Vice-President and
CFO and pleased to present our Gracious Merchant Screens at some of our
area’s restaurants which add to the exposure we hope to give our area’s deserving small businesses. You can find a merchant screen at Chutzpah Deli
in Tysons, Maggio’s in Vienna, and The Old Brogue in Great Falls.
Enjoy the Sunshine…
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On Thursday, January 15, 2008, M. L. Clark Tyler, Chair of the Tysons Land Use Task Force, spoke to the Rotary
Club of Tysons Corner about the vision for Tysons. It was his belief that within the next 40 years, Tysons would be
“a true 21st century urban center that addresses the challenges of sustainable growth, energy conservation, environmental protection, affordable housing and safe communities.” He also believes that he is the only person to walk
from one side of Tysons to the other with his black dog. Anyone who has tried to walk anywhere in Tysons knows
how difficult it can be.
He believes that we must stop thinking of Tysons as a suburban development, which involves plots of land being
developed independently of the surrounding neighborhood. Tysons needs to be developed under urban guidelines
with a focus on transportation, park areas, and complete streets that will accommodate pedestrians, cars, buses,
and bicyclists. Mr. Tyler indicated that the Tysons Land Use Task Force recommended new methods for managing
stormwater runoff to meet environmental goals.
Rotary is a worldwide organization of business and professional leaders that provides humanitarian service, encourages high ethical standards in all vocations, and helps build goodwill and peace in the world. Approximately 1.2
million Rotarians belong to more than 32,000 clubs in more than 200 countries and geographical areas.
Members of a Rotary Club are part of a diverse group of professional leaders working to address various community
and international service needs and to promote peace and understanding throughout the world..
The Rotary Club of Tysons Corner (http://tysonsrotary.org) is a service club of professional men and women serving
the community in and around Tysons Corner, Va. The Club was chartered on April 12, 1983, and has been making an
impact in the area for more than 20 years. Members are business professionals, executives, and owners who live or
work in Tysons Corner and surrounding locales. The club meets every Thursday morning at 7:30 at the Tower Club.
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Many of our local merchants and e-service
providers will be featuring very special Mother’s
Day offerings and specials. Please remember to
support them while you’re remembering Mom….
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Selected Events

Hit the dance floor with the “Godfather of Go-Go,” notorious for winding up concert goers for over 30 years with
his unique mix of ‘70s old-school funk and R&B beats.

APRIL 11
THE FOUR SEASONS WITH VIOLINIST NICOLAS KENDALL

Celebrate the arrival of spring with two takes on nature’s meteorological cycles. The ever popular Vivaldi’s Four
Seasons is paired with Argentinean Piazzolla’s Four Seasons of Buenos Aires. What a contrast! And who better to
bring them to life than the “vigorous, versatile and imaginative” (The Washington Post) Nicolas Kendall. 8 pm :
The Music Center at Strathmore. Tickets $29; children 7-17 free. 301-581-5100 or www.nationalphilharmonic.org

APRIL 11
DAN HICKS AND THE HOT LICKS

Dan Hicks’ serves up his unique fashion, attitude and swagger that are embodied in his eccentricity and discontent
with mainstream rock. His counter-culture appeal, which has twice landed him on the cover of Rolling Stone, has
always been rooted in his songwriting. 18 and up to enter. VALID ID required. Genre: Southern Rock. Doors: 5:30
pm Showtime: 6:30 pm Tickets: $22 www.thestatetheatre.com

APRIL 19
ANOTHER NIGHT ON

Concert featuring the amazing Bernadette Peters where members and supporters of the Parkinson Foundation of
the National Capital Area will gather for the concert and following cocktail reception in the Music Center. She is
the voice of Sondheim, the face of Broadway, an actress as beloved for her concerts and recordings as she is for her
iconic stage roles. “As an actress, singer, comedienne, and all-around warming presence, Bernadette Peters has no
peer in the musical theatre right now,” wrote Frank Rich in The New York Times. Sponsors are invited to a dinner
in the Strathmore Mansion immediately following the reception. Event Chairs are Dan and Vicki Lewis and John
and Sarah Boyer. 4:00pm Strathmore Music Center $150 for single tickets - Sponsorships available for $1000,
$2500, $5000, $ 10000 and up 5301 Tuckerman Lane North Bethesda, MD 20852-3385 www.parkinsonfoundation.org 703-287-8729

May 2
At 7 and 9:30 at The Barnes of Wolftrap

Back by popular demand, An Evening of Comedy Featuring: Joe Vega, Mike Larsen and
Roger Mursick…Hilarious stand up comics provides an evening of laughter…you won’t want to miss this…Tickets $24.00

April 23
Relay for Life @ Church Street Cellars

6:00 pm Come run for good cause, Church Street donates a portion of the funds to Cancer Research. Also, don’t
forget the ½ price Eno-matic wine specials on Tuesday’s. 111 Church Street, Vienna, Virginia. 703.255.0550

May 24, 25, 26th
Viva! Vienna! Saturday, Sunday, and Monday

A Vienna Tradition…Food, Entertainment, Rides, handicrafts, community organizations, and Fun for the whole
family. In the heart of Vienna on Church Street…Mark your calendars.

May 29th and 30th
8: pm The Pirates of Penzance with New York Gilbert & Sullivan Players

Pirates, romance, and trickery abound in Gilbert and Sullivan’s most popular operetta, including the tongue-twisting “I Am the Very Model of a Modern Major-General” and classic “Poor Wand’ring One.” Tickets $8-$48.
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If you haven’t seen it yet, this iPhone competitor will be available to you shortly. It was shown in the
2009 Consumer Electronics show and is slated to be out by the middle of this year.
Palm says its advantages over the iPhone include faster Web browsing, a better
camera and the ability to run many applications at the same time. It’s powered
by the new Palm Web OS operating system.
From the outside, the Pre looks a lot like other phones on the market. It’s sleek,
has rounded edges, a 3.1-inch diagonal screen and eight gigabytes of storage.
But, surprise! It has a QWERTY keyboard that slides out from underneath.
It’s small, pocket size, and weighs just five ounces.
Palm says the Pre links your contacts from different sources, giving you one
place to find what you need. It delivers incoming messages in a subtle way, letting you react or respond
however you want.

Updated videogames have people staying home to play….

Technology & You

Palm Pre makes its debut

April 10
At the Barnes of Wolftrap…

This is an exciting year for gamers, with new, updated versions of the most popular games coming to the
market. Videogame publishers are hoping their fans, and their new fans, will decide to stay home and
play rather than going to the movies or out to dinner.
Sequels to popular game series are expected to drive the industry in 2009. Blizzard’s “Star Craft II” is one that centers on the
galactic struggle for dominance by three species. The real-time
strategy game can be played in single-player or multiplayer
mode. This year’s version supplies additional content and
broadens the storyline.
“Diablo III” is the latest installment of the action role-playing
game about a conflict between angels in “High Heavens” and
demons in the “Burning Hells.”
For Xbox 360, Microsoft is expected to launch “Halo 3:ODST,” the update to its first-person shooter
game “Halo 3,” which sold more than eight million copies since its September 2007 launch.
One of the biggest releases is likely to be a supplement called “The Lost and Damned” for “Grand Theft
Auto IV” by Take-Two Interactive software’s Rockstar Games unit.
Acuvision will launch the follow up to “Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare,” a 2007 best seller.
Nintendo’s Wii console is on its way to selling 50 million units since November 2006. This year, it will
add “Wii Sports Resort” to “Wii Sports.” The new game introduces activities like water skiing and sword
fighting, using Wii’s intuitive controllers.
For fans of “The Sims” real-life simulation PC game, Electronic Arts, Inc., has launched the sequel “The
Sims 3.”
MTV has licensed rights to music by the Beatles this year for its “Rock Band” music game series. Players
can play with the same guitar, drums and controllers used in the previous version.
ViennaVirginia.com
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Sunshine, Vitamin D, and Bone Health
Workout wear that is not just for working out!
We specialize in unique and functional fitness wear for
all body types and types of activities to include yoga,
Pilates, running, cycling, triathlons, swimming, tennis,

and even shopping!

V
itamin D is unique among vitamins in that our body
can make all it needs with help from the sun. When

food, it requires chemical conversion in the liver and
kidney. Calcitriol is the primary form of vitamin D in
the ultraviolet rays hit our skin, our bodies can make
the body; it is converted from calcidiol in the kidneys.
vitamin D. We can produce more vitamin D during the
Calcitriol then travels to various parts of the body to do
summer months due to more sunlight. When we do not
its work.
get enough sun, we need to get vitamin D from the food
Vitamin D stimulates maturation of cells, including
we eat. Because it is a fat-soluble vitamin, vitamin
immune cells that defend against disease. Vitamin D
D is stored in the liver and adipose
also acts on genes, affecting how
(fat) tissue and can become toxic. Vitamin D is the most potentially cells grow, multiply, and specialRecently, vitamin D has received toxic of all vitamins – generally ize. Because this vitamin is stored
a decent amount of press because
in the body, it is possible to have too
due to taking supplements.
many Americans do not get enough;
much. Vitamin D is the most potenby one estimate, more than a third
tially toxic of all vitamins – generof young adults may take in too little. Why is this vitaally due to taking supplements. Intakes of 5x recommin so important to our bone health and how can we be
mendations have been associated with signs of vitamin
sure we are getting enough of this vital nutrient?
D toxicity.
One of the major roles of vitamin D, which is also a horThe DRI (Dietary Reference Intakes) for vitamin D are:
mone, is to regulate our blood calcium levels. Calcium
5 micrograms (µg)/day = ages 19-50
is indispensable to the proper functioning of all our
10 micrograms = ages 51-70
body tissues – including muscles, nerves, and glands.
15 micrograms = 71+
These tissues draw calcium from the blood as needed.
The UL (upper intake level) is 50 micrograms per day
Hence, there must be a constant supply of calcium. Our
(2,000 IU on supplement labels). Toxicity from too
skeleton acts as a calcium reserve. When calcium inmuch vitamin D includes calcification of blood vessels,
take is low, our blood calcium level is maintained at
kidneys, heart, lungs, and tissues of joints. Please bethe expense of our bones. Inadequate vitamin D sets
ware of supplementation!!
the stage for loss of calcium from the bones which can
result in fractures from osteoporosis.
To receive vitamin D from the sun, the pigment of your
skin is a factor. The darker the skin, the longer expoTo replenish blood calcium, vitamin D acts at three
sure to direct sunlight is needed – even as much as three
body locations to raise blood calcium levels:
hours – depending on the climate. Light-skinned people
1) skeleton,
need much less – 10 to 15 minutes. Sunscreen inhibits
2) digestive tract - where food brings in calcium, and
vitamin D absorption, but you cannot get too much vita3) kidneys – which can recycle calcium that would
min D from the sun; the sun itself begins to break down
other wide be lost in urine.
excess vitamin D in the skin. Besides the sun, rich
Calcium is the most abundant mineral in the body and is
sources for vitamin D include fortified milk, salmon (3
a major component of our bones – 99% of our calcium
oz. = 4.3 µg) shrimp (3 oz. = 3.0 µg), liver, and sardines.
stores are in the bones and teeth. Therefore, without
Remember to get a little sun, and/or eat foods rich in
enough Vitamin D, our bone health is compromised.
vitamin D so your bones and tissues will stay healthy
Rickets, a vitamin D deficiency disease, is characterand function properly!!
ized by abnormal bone growth in children. Deficiency
for adults results in a painful bone disease known as osCindy Pavell, M.S
teomalacia; the bones become increasingly soft, brittle,
Fitness+Wellness
and deformed.
www.fitnesspluswellness.com
703.298.8198
Once vitamin D is produced in skin or consumed in our
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Contact Lynn for a personal appointment today.
Located in the heart of Tysons Corner.

703-749-5304

Lynn@DressToSweat.com

RODISALON&SPA

A

ward winning Rodi Salon, with Rodi Bechara, Master Colorist/Hair
Artist sets the new standard of excellence in Hair Color and Artistry.
Voted best for Hair Coloring by Northern Virginia Magazine, Rodi
Salon has expanded their offerings and facility to offer new levels of
services. Hair Cuts, Rejuvenating Shampoo and Styling, Highlighting,
Perms, Relaxers, and Deep Conditioning Treatments. Nail Services
include Manicures,and the new exciting “Ocean Spa Pedicures”.
Aesthetic Specials include Microdemabrasion and Revitalight,
Waxing, Massage Therapy and beauty consultations. Extensive
Bridal Services are available as are some of todays best salon quality
products such as Redken, Kenra, Nioxin, Institute Esthederm Paris
skin care products.

RODISALON&SPA
2070 Chain Bridge Rd., Suite 181 Vienna, VA 22182
www.rodisalon.com

703.288.3880

Gift Certificates are available for that special person. Call today for
you first appointment and receive 20% off your first visit.

ViennaVirginia.com
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PT AUTO EXPERTS
Experienced ASE Certified Technicians
Over 40 Years’ Experience
Honest and Reliable Advice for Our Customers

Owner has worked and lived in the Northern VA area for
over 30 years
We use only quality parts.
Repairs come with a 12 month, 12,000 mile warranty.
* Repairs and services on all makes and models,
including light trucks and SUVs
* We keep all repair history records on our customers’
vehicles.
* State Inspections - Average wait time, 15 to 20
minutes
* Emission Inspections - Average wait time, 15 to 20
minutes

www.McLeanAutoService.com
12
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340 Mill Street NE, Suite A, Vienna, VA 22180
ViennaVirginia.com

ViennaVirginia.com

Free Estimates
Hours of Operation:
7:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.,
Monday through Friday
8:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.,
Saturdays

703-281-7506

www.PTAutoExperts.com
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dining out

Jim Wordsworth

Owner, JR’s Stockyards Inn

We could hear the steak coming to the table. Sizzling (right off
the grill) all the way on its own cast iron skillet…Midwestern
corn-fed beef, hand cut and aged 28 days on the premises-served
exactly the way we wanted it. This family owned business is
serious about delivering value.
JR’s Stockyards Inn has been
around since 1974, and just
keeps getting better at delivering the “Classic Steakhouse
Experience.”
A Five Time Award Winner of The National Beef Councils “Best Beef in Virginia” and The Wine Spectator’s Award of Excellence, JR’s Stockyards Inn
is all about delivering the best available. And don’t let the reasonable prices
fool you. Large cuts of Porterhouse, T-Bone, NY Strips and Prime Rib, along
with Fresh Seafood and Poultry selections…and desserts to die for.

Le Canard has reopened as The Maplewood Grill with a new selection of
Steaks, Seafood and Salads for lunch and dinner.
Marcel and John Paul have kept all the best of what we loved at Le Canard…Live sing along piano,
private dining areas and great service to complement the warm atmosphere and awesome wine selection.

Set in a Rustic “Kansas City” style atmosphere with polished mahogany walls, stained glass and comfortable leather seating, It’s the perfect spot for a romantic dinner for two, large family and business gatherings
and banquets for 20-120 guests.
This is fine American Steakhouse Dining at Midwestern Prices. “We can’t believe the value and excellent
service at such affordable prices…right here in Tysons Corner.”

Specialties include Lobster Roll, Parisian style steak frites, shrimp and crab poppers and veal meatball sliders
…and the veal schnitzel is divine. And save room for the bread pudding…you’ll never be the same.
A great dining addition to our area and new happy hour spot (terrific beer selection) right in the heart of Vienna.
Live sing along piano every Wednesday-Saturday with some of the town’s best vocalist. Say hi to Marcel.

Open daily for lunch
and dinner.
Private Parties &
Catering Available.

No reason to go all the way to Kansas to get a great steak at a great price. Re-Discover the Classic American
Steakhouse, right here in Tysons Corner.

703-281-0070

Open Monday-Friday for Lunch
and seven days a week for Dinner.

www.maplewoodgrill.com
Danor Shopping Plaza
132 Branch Rd.

703-893-3390

8130 Watson Street
McLean, VA 22102
www.jrsbeef.com
14
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There’s a new place in Town!

“You shouldn’t have to go
all the way to Kansas to get a
great steak at a fair price.”

Vienna, VA 22180
ViennaVirginia.com

ViennaVirginia.com
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Taste Of Tysons

O

et on historic
Church Street in the
heart of Vienna, Bazin’s
on Church continues to
exceed the expectations
of our town’s most
discriminating diners…
Patrick’s “modern
American Cuisine” is simply “Extraordinary”

pen daily for
lunch and
dinner, Trattoria
Café is your stop
for Italian favorites
in McLean. Owner
Raphael is a stickler
for that old fashioned flavor of Napoli, and his subs,
pizza and entrees bring it home. Try the Genoa, (my
favorite) served on a warm, crispy Italian Roll with
the works….I’m headed there now….when you go,
say hi to Raphael…

Appetizers you can make a meal of, Super Entrees
and Desserts to die for...and Wines...by the glass
or by the bottle…our area’s best selection….very
reasonable…the most “cork savvy happy hour” in
town. Reservations strongly recommended. It’s
Vienna’s New “Hot Spot.” Say hi to Julie…

Present this ad and recEIve:

20% Off all orders
over $30.00

111 Church Street, Northwest. Vienna, VA 22180
703.255.7212
www.bazinsonchurch.com

Now in the Tyson’s Corner and Fairfax area, Real NY Style Deli is available, and we mean Real! Corned
Beef Brisket sliced thin and piled
high on Rye.. Spicy Pastrami and
Rare Roasted Beef, NY full and half
sour pickles, Smoked Fish selection,
Fresh Homemade salads, Boar’s head brand meat sliced
“ Your way” to go, and Dr. Brown’s Cream Soda. Start out
with the real Chicken Noodle
Soup with a Matzo Ball and go
from there.. Save room for NY
desserts to die for. (Real NY
Cheesecake, Egg Cream, and
Hamantaschen) and real NY
Style catering platters for your
affairs... I’m getting hungry,
and I’m in a New York state of Mind... Open seven days a
week... Say hi to Eric and Todd.

8100 Boone Blvd
Vienna Virginia 22182
703.556.3354
www.chutzpahdeli.com
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312 Maple Ave. West. Vienna, VA 22180
703.938.8600
www.thegreekgrill.com

ViennaVirginia.com

pen MondayFriday for
Breakfast and Lunch,
Boulevard Café and
Catering is your
perfect choice for Deli
Sandwiches, Subs,
Salads, Hot Daily
Specials and a Super
Salad Bar. Catering
is available for home
and office…Think
of Boulevard when
planning office celebrations, sales and breakfast
meetings, office holiday parties, home celebrations,
and last minute occasions. Complete beverage service
too! Say hi to Sumar.
Boulevard Café & Catering
8180 Greensboro Drive. McLean, VA 22102
703.883.0557
www.boulevardcafecatering.com

Ristorante Bonaroti

The Greek Grill
he Greek
Grill, Vienna’s little secret
offers Breakfast, Lunch &
Dinner the way
only the Makrigiorgos Family can do it...
Famous Salads, Entrees and Appetizers...Try the “Tour
of Greece” for a real taste of the isle...Italian specialties, Pizza and Burgers, Sandwiches and Subs...great for
the whole family...Catering ...Delivery by Mr. Fastman
available...say hi to Bill…

O

6813 Elm Street McLean, VA 22101
703.506.1156

www.CafeRenaissance.com

Chutzpah Deli

Boulevard Cafe’ & Catering

Trattoria Café/Italian Deli

Since 1982….

A

ffectionately nicknamed “Bonaroti’s”,
Serigo Domestici’s classic
Italian cuisine has received
acclaim from all major
magazines and critics in
the Washington Metro
Area.
Warm and romantic, Bonaroti’s
is a favorite of Italian and fine
dining patrons and enjoys the
praise of visiting dignitaries and
the stars...you won’t be disappointed, we promise...say hi to
Sergio...

Ristorante Bonaroti

428 East Maple Avenue. Vienna, Virginia 22180
703.281.7550 || www.bonarotirestaurant.com

ViennaVirginia.com

Taste Of Tysons

S

CAFE’ RENAISSANCE

bazin’s on church

Ireland’s Four Provinces

“Failte”

I

reland’s Four
Provinces is our
area’s best venue
for everything
Irish. Offering
traditional Irish
fare, Real Black
and Tan’s and
spirits and an award winning Sunday Brunch, it’s the
finest Irish hospitality. Live Gaelic Entertainment
Friday and Saturday nights. Open daily for lunch and
dinner.

105 W. Broad Street. Falls Church, VA 22046
703.534.8999
www.irishusa.com/4ps

Viva Tysons! • Spring 2009
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By Mike Salmon

Falls Church City		

$1,275,000

ight in the middle of
concept is already off to
all the high-rise office
a good start. “I see a few
buildings and traffic
residents walk to and from
lights of Tysons Corner, a
work,” said Tower office
new neighborhood is taking
manager Jennifer Brown.
shape, focusing on the luxuShe hears their concerns
ry of being a one-stop place,
about traffic when they
minimizing the need for a car.
come in for a tour. “A lot
The neighborhood, known as
are wanting to cut down on
Park Crest, is spearheaded by
their commute,” she said.
a Harris Teeter grocery store
It’s all part of the plan, said
that opened in January.
Christine Malloy, the exClassic Elegance
Daniela Resh works nearby
ecutive vice president of
4,244 sq. ft. of light-filled finished space a 10 minute walk to
and on her first visit to HarFraser Wallace Advertising
East Falls Church Metro.4 bedrooms, 4.5 baths, 4 fireplaces
ris Teeter, she reluctantly adthat markets the property.
hardwood floors,and sumptuous master suite. Lovely yard.
mitted she drove around the
There is nearby shopping,
corner for lunch at the new
restaurants and night life.
grocery store that has a fully“The idea is when you
outfitted food bar and dining
come home, you don’t
area. “There’s no quick place
need your car anymore,”
Nancy Broyhill
right in Tysons, it’s definitely
she said.
703-615-0503
needed in this area,” she said,
The Park Center Tower
nbroyhill@realtor.com
realizing that the Harris Teebuilding is 19 floors of
ter is on the ground floor of a
luxury condos. There are
loft apartment building and right next to high rise conone bedroom with dens or sunrooms, two bedroom
dominiums. “I would consider living here,” she admitted.
with a library or sunrooms and five penthouses, 080821_ParkCrest_061.jpg
080821_ParkCrest_048.jpg
080821_ParkCrest_069.jpg
Martin Jones is a personal trainer right around the corplus a party room on the 18th floor. It is available
ner at One To One fitness, and likes the quality of the
for residents to hang out, or rent for events. So far,
food along with the fit in this area. “You don’t have to
residents have rented it for a wedding reception and
go to Route 7 or 123,” he said, “this is the first thing that
birthday party. Other features include a fitness room
you could walk to.” Harris Teeter has a Starbucks in the
with massage table, tranquility garden, rooftop swimcafé part of the store that draws in the young professionQ. What is the State of Commercial Financing today?
ming pool, and a spare apartment so visitors will not
als from the surrounding offices.
need to go to a hotel. Even with the real estate market
Financial of McLean, Virginia, through its
The Loft apartments and the Tower condominium buildin flux, “they have
A. You may be surprised to read that lending is still tak- Wincreek
many
non-traditional
lenders, provides financing soluing at Park Crest are the first two buildings in the complex
not pulled back on
ing place in the commercial market. That’s right. You
tions to local and national borrowers. Programs include
that will one day have seven buildings filled with 1300
the finishes at all,”
will also be surprised to know that much of the current
apartments and condos. They are part of a plan known as
construction financing, spec-home financing, commersaid Malloy. These
commercial financing is provided NOT by traditional
“transit oriented development” in the urban chic world.
finishes
include
cial financing, equity-based financing, rehab and renocommercial banks but by private commercial lending
In a few years, there will be metro rail stops surrounding
granite countervation financing and many others.
funds, hedge funds and private equity groups. These
Park Center,
tops, stainless steel
“alternative” sources of commercial financing are far Visit www.wincreek.com for additional information.
so residents
appliances
and
more flexible in their underwriting guidelines than
will be able
marble bathrooms.
Alex Matini is Director of Wincreek Financial in
those traditional federally chartered commercial banks.
to commute
Prices are ranged
Therefore, more borrowers can be financed today, inMcLean, VA
by rail. Presfrom
$385,000
cluding those who may have less than perfect credit.
ently, many
for the smallest
1340 Old Chain Bridge Road, Suite 200
of the condo
one-bedroom to
Today’s not-so-traditional lenders have a variety of lendMcLean VA 22101
owners and
$1,524,000 for a
ing programs to fit the needs of almost every borrower,
renters at the
two-bedroom, two
www.wincreek.com
including, but not limited to, those with perfect credit,
Loft buildand a half bath plus
He can be reached at 703.827.0999 ext.101
less than perfect credit, short-term and long term needs.
ing
work
den penthouse.
right up in the offices on International Drive, so this
Malloy said buyers

real estate

Cars Optional at Park Crest

are “fairly affluent people, younger but pretty successful
professionals, they want to be in Tysons,” she said.
Over in the Lofts, cosmopolitan living spaces described
as “sophisticated with an industrial flair,” features include high ceilings with exposed duct work, oversized
windows, stainless steel appliances, granite counters
and private terraces in most apartments. There are seven different floor plans which have open kitchens and
lounges with a European flair. Originally, the lofts may
have been planned for condominiums too, but, according to Malloy, the market was better suited for rentals.
According to the Park Center plan, several more buildings are planned but much depends on the economy.
This isn’t the first time Fraser Wallace marketed a property that featured transit oriented development as a selling point. In
Atlanta, the
company
marketed the
Buckshead
Grand and
Paramount
condo buildings, which
were on the
“perimeter,”
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money

Minute...

All Maxed Out and No Place
to Go!
These days more and more people are
seeing a drop in their credit score not
because of untimely payment history
or delinquent credit obligations, but
because the balance carried on
revolving accounts is too close to the
limit! The scoring system sees this as
a “red flag” indicating poor cash flow
equating to a higher credit risk.
Declines of 50 or 60 FICO score points
is not uncommon for consumers with
just one or two revolving accounts
carrying a balance of more than 50%
of their reported limits. Losing 50-60
points can have a substantial impact
on most borrowers pushing up
borrowing costs by the thousands.

Tips for Managing Revolving
Debt:
DON’T CLOSE ACCOUNTS:
I know it’s tempting especially if you
haven’t used the account in a long
time. Closing accounts causes the
overall debt to limit to increase, thus
creating a substantial drop in your
credit score. Sometimes a creditor will
close an account as a result of
inactivity; you can prevent that by
using the account on occasion.

Some clients complain they are
frustrated with the creditor and are
anxious to cancel the credit card; this
is big mistake. Closing a credit card
with an outstanding balance will drop
your score even more. You don’t have
to use the card but you don’t want to
close it until it’s paid off and even then
you need to consider the overall debt
to limit on the rest of your accounts.
“Don’t cut off your nose to spite your
face” closing the card might make you
feel better but it won’t be good for
your wallet!
KEEP YOUR BALANCES BELOW
50% OF THE REPORTED LIMIT:
The closer you get to the limit the
more your score will plummet.
If the damage is already done,
remember, it’s only a temporary set
back. Make a list of all your credit
cards with current balances and limits.
Calculate 40% of the limit and set your
goals to that number. Don’t continue
to use the accounts until you are sure
you will not be carrying more than
40% of your limit from month to
month. This will help you keep your
scores up and the price of borrowing
down.
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Sticking with cash

aby boomers and subsequent generations of Americans have sometimes looked with bemusement at
their parents and grandparents who lived through the
Great Depression of the 1930s and the wartime rationing of the 1940s. Many of us can name people we know
that, even though they may now be financially comfortable, are still reluctant to spend money even on small
extravagances. They seldom throw out leftovers and are
content to buy a used car rather than treat themselves to
a new vehicle. They seem cautious about what financial
disaster may be looming just around the corner and keep
their money tucked away.
Fast forward to the era of Baby Boomers and more recent
generations and the attitude shifts dramatically. Many
who grew up in the second half of the 20th century were
bombarded with a consumer-driven culture that started
with advertisements during Saturday morning cartoons,
continuing with a MTV-obsession and incessant product
placements in television and sports broadcasts. Today
their consumer desires can easily be satisfied through
an endless array of shopping outlets, from huge malls to
miniscule cellular phones. No wonder the financial values of the “depression era” seem out of place to them.
Attitudes and behaviors may be shifting in the wake of
the financial crisis that has turned into a serious economic downturn. Many are wondering if one result
might be the creation of a new generation of pennywise
Americans who are more diligent about saving money.
It’s too early to answer that question. America has faced
significant economic challenges since the Great Depression that did not do much to change consumers’ financial
habits. However, is it possible that the current economy
will leave a different mark?

More severe consequences

What could be different today is that the consequences of
the current downturn are being felt in a more significant
and lasting way for many. Much of this has to do with the
growth in household debt. Our addiction to debt reached
its peak as some homeowners took on huge mortgages
and others who probably did not truly qualify to purchase a home were given loans anyway, often with terms
they could not meet. Household debt was also expanded
in other ways – using home equity loans, for example,
to make large purchases. Debt reached students as well
who borrowed significant sums for their education. And
countless Americans ran up their credit cards, incurring
huge interest charges while maintaining high balances.
When the economy weakens, consumers generally take

My recommendation; use the account
for small purchases and pay it off. Too
many open accounts can be difficult to
manage. You don’t want to miss a
payment because you “forgot” to pay
an account that you don’t use
regularly.
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Saving is in Vogue again

a more cautious approach to spending. But carrying
a significant debt burden can make managing living
expenses more challenging.
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In this kind of environment, there is little desire to take
on more debt in order to finance purchases. That car
you planned on trading in suddenly doesn’t look so
bad when you realize you don’t have to make payments on it. Other big ticket items, like a high-definition T.V. or a new refrigerator seem like luxury items.
It might become more common for people to pay cash
for a big purchase rather than take out a loan or rely on
credit cards. This is a far different mentality from what
has existed in recent decades as consumerism reached
new heights.
As recently as 1985, the personal savings rate for
Americans was more than 11 percent of disposable
income. As of September 2008, it was 1.3 percent,
which is actually a slight improvement from the 2007
low point of barely above zero. A lack of savings
makes it difficult to reach financial goals. Now there
are signs that attitudes may be changing, and many
who were once aggressive consumers with little concern about saving for the future are having a change of
heart. There seems to be a growing inclination to defer
purchases, get along with what they have, and instead
sock their money away for a rainy day. No doubt the
dampening business environment, limited or no raises
at work, smaller or missing bonus checks and potential unemployment have affected consumers’ attitudes.

money

The Credit
Credit Management
The
Management
Minute…

DON’T CLOSE ACCOUNTS
CARRYING A BALANCE:

Living through a recession

It is entirely possible that Americans today face one of
those challenging periods that future generations will
read about. Times like these can leave the same indelible impression on those who experience it as the Great
Depression had on our parents and grandparents. With
that may come a whole new respect for saving and a
much more restrained attitude toward spending. Economic consequences aside, this may prove to be a welcome development if it helps you reach your financial
goals.
This column is for informational purposes only. The information may not
be suitable for every situation and should not be relied on without the advice of your tax, legal and/or financial advisors. Neither Ameriprise Financial nor its financial advisors provide tax or legal advice. Consult with
qualified tax and legal advisors about your tax and legal situation. This
column was prepared by Ameriprise Financial.
Financial planning services and investments offered through Ameriprise
Financial Services, Inc., Member FINRA & SIPC.
© 2008 Ameriprise Financial, Inc. All rights reserved.
File # 80709
12/08
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The
Big Fat
Skinny
on
Sulfites!

Church Street Cellars

111 Church Street Suite 103 Vienna, Virginia 22180
703-255-0550 wine@churchstcellars.com

I

f I’ve heard it once, I’ve heard it a hundred times,
“Make sure you drink organic wines since they
don’t have any sulfites.” As often as not, that wellintended advisory is supplemented with “…and especially if you drink red wine, so you won’t get a headache.” Worse, I don’t just hear this pseudo-wisdom
coming from other aficionados and devotees, but I also
hear it from wine shop owners and their sales staff – the
supposed cognoscenti! To be right up front about it…
IT JUST AIN’T SO! Virtually all wines have sulfites –
and if they didn’t, they’d only last in unrefrigerated environments for about a month – maybe less. For someone to tell you differently, they are either lying -- or
fertilizing! And oh by the way, there’s nothing different
between the sulfites in red wines and white wines…so
despite the fact that “red wine headaches” are certainly
for real (or so I’ve heard), the medical and scientific evidence disputes they are caused by sulfites. The likely
culprits are tannins and/or histamines – but the personal
experience of “others” suggests that volume might be
the real guilty party! In any case, for those who need a
bit more convincing, would it surprise you to know that
white wines typically contain more sulfites than do red
wines? And when’s the last time you heard someone
complaining about a “white wine headache!?”
For what it’s worth, the term “sulfite” is actually referring to the chemical compound “sulfur dioxide.” Due
to sulfites’ antioxidant and antibiotic properties, they
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are used by winemakers to both prevent a wine’s spoilage and oxidation and to preserve a wine’s color, clarity, purity, flavor, and freshness. Also, because bleach
is never used in a winery, it’s quite common for a blend
of sulfur dioxide, citric acid and water to be used in
cleaning hoses, tanks and other winemaking equipment
to help sanitize wineries and keep them free of bacteria, etc.. These very same sulfites are used worldwide in
the food industry to preserve dried fruits and fresh vegetables. Interestingly, sulfites are not only byproducts
of fermentation, they also are produced naturally by our
own bodies to the tune of about 1000 mg per day! By
way of comparison, a bottle of wine (from anywhere in
the world) will commonly contain 70 to 80 mg of sulfites
per liter while a 2 oz. bag of dried apricots will have between 100-110 mg of sulfites.
For the record, all wines sold in the US with sulfite levels
above 10 mg/liter must have the declaration: Contains
Sulfites…even if it is a so-called Organic wine. And if
ever you were to stumble upon a wine label that stated
No Sulfites, that would be the rarest of exceptions…
and you better drink it quickly since it’s not long for this
earth! Less rare than a No Sulfites wine, but still exceptionally uncommon, is a wine with no mention of sulfites
on its label at all – which oddly enough, the law permits,
but only if the level of sulfites is 10 mg/liter or less. And
just so you know, for all wines sold in the US, there is a
legal limit of 350 mg/liter sulfites.
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Pick your
DIRECTV
package.
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Only DIRECTV, America’s #1 Satellite
Television Service, offers you all this:
> Over 130 of the best channels in High-Def.‡

MONTH

For 12 Months*

Reg
Price

5599

The CHOICE Package

$

™

MONTH

THE TV PACKAGE THAT BEATS CABLE

Over 150 Channels
FREE Professional Installation
Local channels included††
Independent channels.
In select markets.
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99

$

MONTH

For 12 Months*

The CHOICE XTRA™ Package

Reg
Price

6099

$

MONTH

MORE CHANNELS, MOVIES AND VALUE!
Over 200 Channels
FREE HD DVR Receiver Upgrade**
$199.00 value!

Lock in your price
for one year.
DON’T SETTLE FOR CABLE!

99

$

FREE Professional Installation

FREE

LIMITED TIME, FOR 3 MONTHS
7 Channels

+

12 Channels

+

9 Channels

Local channels included

††

Independent channels.
In select markets.
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$

99
MONTH

For 12 Months*

Reg
Price

6599

$

The PLUS DVR Package
™

MONTH

WATCH WHAT YOU WANT. WHEN YOU WANT.

Over 200 Channels
DVR Service Included
FREE HD DVR Receiver Upgrade**
$199.00 value!

> Higher customer satisfaction ratings than
cable eight years in a row.†

FREE Professional Installation

> 100% digital picture & sound on every channel.

FREE

LIMITED TIME, FOR 3 MONTHS
7 Channels

+

12 Channels

+

9 Channels

Local channels included

††

^

Independent channels.
In select markets.

All prices reflected include a $16 bill credit for 12 months after online or mail-in rebate, plus an additional $5 bill credit
for 12 months when customer submits rebate online, registers account on directv.com, and consents to email alerts.
Online redemption requires valid email address.*

Also available for your business. ASK HOW!

CANNON SATELLITE 888-800-8592
Mention this promo code:

Authorized DIRECTV Dealer
Offers end 7/07/09, on approved credit, credit card required. New customers only (lease required, must maintain programming, DVR and HD Access). Hardware available separately. Lease fee $5.00/mo. for second
and each additional receiver. $19.95 Handling & Delivery fee may apply.

Credit card not required in MA & PA. †Among the largest national cable & satellite TV providers. 2008 American Customer Satisfaction Index, University of Michigan Business School. ††Eligibility based on service address. ‡Number of HD channels varies by package. HD Access fee ($10/mo.) and HD equipment required. ^Trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. *BILL
CREDIT/PROGRAMMING OFFER: LIMIT ONE PROGRAMMING OFFER PER ACCOUNT. Featured package names and prices: CHOICE $55.99/mo.; CHOICE XTRA $60.99/mo; PLUS DVR $65.99/mo. Upon DIRECTV System activation, customer will receive redemption instructions (included in customer’s first DIRECTV bill, a separate mailing, or, in the
state of New York, from retailer) and must comply with the terms of the instructions. In order to receive full $21 credit, customer must submit rebate form online, register account on directv.com and consent to emails prior to rebate redemption. Online redemption requires valid email address. Rebate begins 6-8 weeks after receipt of
online redemption, or 8-12 weeks for mail-in redemption. Timing of promotional price depends on redemption date. Account must be in “good standing,” as determined by DIRECTV in its sole discretion, to remain eligible. DIRECTV not responsible for late, lost, illegible, mutilated, incomplete, misdirected or postage-due mail. IF BY THE END OF PROMOTIONAL
PRICE PERIOD(S) CUSTOMER DOES NOT CONTACT DIRECTV TO CHANGE SERVICE THEN ALL SERVICES WILL AUTOMATICALLY CONTINUE AT THE THEN PREVAILING RATES INCLUDING THE $5.00/MO. LEASE FEE FOR THE 2ND AND EACH ADDITIONAL RECEIVER. DIRECTV System has a feature which restricts access to channels. In certain markets,
programming/pricing may vary. **INSTANT REBATE: Advanced equipment instant rebate requires activation of the CHOICE XTRA package or above; FAMILIAR ULTRA or above; Jadeworld; or any qualifying international service bundle, which shall include the PREFERRED CHOICE programming package (valued at $35.99/mo.). DVR service ($6.00/mo.) and HD Access
fee ($10.00/mo.) required for HD DVR lease. LIMIT ONE ADVANCED EQUIPMENT REBATE PER DIRECTV ACCOUNT. INSTALLATION: Standard professional installation only. Custom installation extra. SYSTEM LEASE: Purchase of 24 consecutive months of any DIRECTV base programming package ($29.99/mo. or above) or qualifying international services bundle
required. FAILURE TO ACTIVATE ALL DIRECTV SYSTEM EQUIPMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE EQUIPMENT LEASE ADDENDUM MAY RESULT IN A CHARGE OF $150 PER RECEIVER NOT ACTIVATED. IF YOU FAIL TO MAINTAIN YOUR PROGRAMMING, DIRECTV MAY CHARGE A PRORATED FEE OF $480. RECEIVERS ARE AT ALL TIMES PROPERTY OF
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Chef Patrick Bazin Presents:

Hand-Cut Tuna Tartar with Wasabi Vinaigrette
Ingredients:
1 lb Blue fin Tuna(best quality)
½ European Cucumber (peeled, seeded and
diced)
1 T Chives, chopped
1 T Wasabi Tubiko Caviar
Wasabi Vinaigrette:
2 oz Wasabi Powder
1 T Garlic Powder
3 oz Sugar
2 oz Soy Sauce
3 oz Rice Wine Vinegar
1 T Salt
1 C Grape seed Oil
Salt and Pepper to taste

Ingredients for Herb Salad:
Mache Lettuce
Micro Radish
Snow Pea Sprouts
Method:
Mix the first six vinaigrette ingredients together
and slowly add oil.
In a large mixing bowl, mix together tuna,
cucumbers, chives, tobiku, salt and pepper and
1 tablespoon of Wasabi Vinaigrette.
Set Aside.
Toss herb salad in remaining vinaigrette and
distribute equally onto four salad plates.
Using a ring mold, shape 4 ounces of tuna
mixture and place on top of each salad.
Drizzle vinaigrette around each plate and
garnish with crakers.
Enjoy.

Come see me about the
2009 “Motor Trend Sport/Utility of the Year”….
Subaru Forester-hailed as “The SUV for our times…”

dR sARA

Richard Hanna

Master Peak Sales Consultant

Stohlman Subaru
8433 Leesburg Pike
Vienna, VA 22182
703.770.6140
Cell: 703.655.9585

www.UrbanBites.com
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Make Tysons.....

By Erin M. Fuller, Executive Director, Tysons Tomorrow

D

uring challenging economic times, it is important to look ahead and create the infrastructure that will
help fuel economic recovery. Putting major decisions off because we aren’t sure what is ahead may
cause us to permanently miss this window of opportunity, where great planning can meet great transit
to create an exceptional community.
Tysons Corner has seen tremendous growth in both jobs and residents over the past five years – trends that, with no
change, will continue its exponential increase. With projections showing that population of the region increasing by
nearly 140% and jobs increasing by 60% within the next 20 years, the area must aggressively introduce a combination of residential and transit options to avoid economic and human gridlock.
Tysons Tomorrow has a compelling vision for Tysons Corner, for a future that creates community where there is currently none; a place to live, work and play where there is currently a workday-only reality; a place connected to the
Washington D.C. metropolitan area via the newest link in the nation’s best public transit system.
We believe that urban sprawl, a troubling and growing challenge in our region, is neither economically nor environ-

mentally sustainable. In an area where traffic congestion clogs major arteries well into the evenings, we are committed to mixed-use development that allows access to intelligent transit options at all times of day, facilitates innovative
pedestrian facilities, and tapers building heights as they become more distant from our public transportation hub. By
creating neighborhoods based on this model, we can become a more efficient, eco-friendly community.
Earlier this fall, the Tysons Land Use Task Force presented a broad series of recommendations to the Fairfax County
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......Make Sense
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Board of Supervisors. The Task Force, composed of
representatives from across the county and representing constituent groups from bikers to business owners,
did a superb job of balancing everyone’s needs in order to create a place where people and businesses will
grow and thrive. Six months later, Fairfax County
Staff has come out with draft planning text that undermine a lot of what the task force has put forth, and we
haven’t moved forward in Tysons at all.
Imagine this: a public ceremony with elected officials,
enthusiastic commuters and press, as a representative
group takes the inaugural ride on Metro’s new Silver
Line. With a grand flourish, the train pulls into the
Tysons East Metro stop… and the doors open… to a
giant, paved parking lot in a car dealership.
If planning guidelines aren’t in place, developers cannot begin work on creating the buildings that will
house the services that will create the unique experience of a new Tysons. These things take time, especially if they are going to do them right. Without
movement around the Task Force recommendations,
we will miss the opportunity to launch a new Tysons
that is ready to become a new hub for our mass transit
system.
Do you want to walk to lunch in Tysons Corner? Take
Metro to Tysons? Get out of your car and onto sidewalks? Visit www.tysonstomorrow.org today, to take
action, learn more or see the vision for a future Tysons.
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Texting Help
! I have a comment
? I have a question
@TEOTD At The End Of The Day
\M/ Heavy Metal Music
^5 High Five
^RUP^ Read Up Please
^URS Up Yours
<3 Heart
02 Your (or my) two cents worth
121 One to one
1337 Elite
143 I love you
14AA41 One for All and All for One
182 I hate you
190 hand
20 Location
2B or not 2B To Be
2BZ4UQT Too Busy For You Cutey
2G2B4G Too Good To Be Forgotten
2G2BT Too Good To Be True
2moro Tomorrow
2nite Tonight
2U2 To You Too
404 I haven't a clue
411 Information
459 I love you
4COL For Crying Out Loud

CAN YOU READ
THESE RIGHT THE
FIRST TIME?

4EAE ForEver And Ever
4ever Forever
4NR Foreigner
831 I Love You
9 Parent is watching

1) The bandage was wound around the wound.
2) The farm was used to produce produce .
3) The dump was so full that it had to refuse more
refuse.
4) We must polish the Polish furniture.
5) He could lead if he would get the lead out.
6) The soldier decided to desert his dessert in the
desert.
7) Since there is no time like the present, he thought
it was time to present the present .
8) A bass was painted on the head of the bass drum.
9) When shot at, the dove dove into the bushes.
10) I did not object to the object.
11) The insurance was invalid for the invalid.
12) There was a row among the oarsmen about how to
row .
13) They were too close to the door to close it.
14) The buck does funny things when the does are
present.
15) A seamstress and a sewer fell down into a sewer line.
16) To help with planting, the farmer taught his sow to
sow.
17) The wind was too strong to wind the sail.

Logical Games and Riddles

18) Upon seeing the tear in the painting I shed a tear.
19) I had to subject the subject to a series of tests.
20) How can I intimate this to my most intimate
friend?

How Can you add eight 8’s to get the
number 1000?(only using addition)

Let’s face it - English is a crazy language There is no
egg in eggplant, nor ham in hamburger; neither
apple nor pine in pineapple. English muffins weren’t
invented in England or French fries in France .

The key to this math riddle is realizing that one
place must be zero.
888+88+8+8+8=1000
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1-c, Thomas Jefferson
2-b, Russia
3-c, Philadelphia
4-b, The War of 1812
5-d, 22nd
6-a, Massachusetts
7-d, Huey Long
8-d, Sacramento, California
9-a, Dwight Eisenhower
10-d, Lyndon Johnson

Answers to
'American
history'

Sweetmeats are candies while sweetbreads, which
aren’t sweet, are meat. We take English for granted.
But if we explore its paradoxes, we find that quicksand can work slowly, boxing rings are square and a
guinea pig is neither from Guinea nor is it a pig.
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Ship by truck and send cargo by ship? Have noses that run
and feet that smell?
How can a slim chance and a fat chance be the same, while a
wise man and a wise guy are opposites? You have to marvel
at the unique lunacy of a language in which your house can
burn up as it burns down, in which you fill in a form by filling it out and in which an alarm goes off by going on.
English was invented by people, not computers, and it reflects the creativity of the human race, which, of course, is
not a race at all. That is why, when the stars are out, they are
visible, but when the lights are out,they are invisible.
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—Your pathway to better health and
wellness for the entire family.
Loebig Chiropractic prides itself on delivering a
comprehensive menu of services in a warm and
friendly atmosphere.

Our missiOn...
to improve the quality of
life for our patients…so
much more than just
living pain free.

We welcome the opportunity to treat:
• difficult cases where others have been unsuccessful
• children of all ages (specializing in pediatrics)
• golf pros in terms of swing biomechanics
• disc injuries and nerve pain to the extremities
• LB pain associated with pregnancy
Additional services include:
• nutritional education and guidance
• wellness and pain free living programs
• rehabilitation by a BPT
• massage therapy
• allergy desensitization
• sports injuries
• migraine treatment and acupuncture services
Our office maintains a close working relationship with
neurosurgeons, orthopedic surgeons, OB/GYNs, and
PCP’s to ensure you receive the highest level of service.
Our knowledgeable and friendly staff is here to answer
your questions and facilitate a program that’s just right
for you. Contact us today!

Loebig Chiropractic
754 Walker Road • Great Falls, VA 22066
Ph: 703.757.5817 • E-mail: loebigchiro@aol.com
For more information, visit our Website at

www.loebigchiropractic.com
We accept most major insurances.
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APRIL

ARIES: Easter brings more than colored
eggs; it can bring joy as well. Forget your
serious nature for a day and act like a kid
again. It’s a day for friends and family.
TAURUS: There’s more to personal
finance than paying bills and creating
a budget. It’s time to take a more active role in investments and insurance
arrangements. Decide which are best for
this time in your life.
GEMINI: The stars predict that a friend or
relative will be paying back borrowed money. Don’t
blow it on an unnecessary luxury. At work, position
yourself to take advantage of an opportunity.
CANCER: A solution to that long-standing problem
will come to you soon. Wait for it to become apparent.
Don’t make a decision just to be making one.
LEO: A lucky break will soon come your way. Dark
clouds in one area of your life will part at last if you
have laid the groundwork. More good luck comes to
those who have worked to achieve it.
VIRGO: An opportunity to improve your health is
on the horizon. Take advantage of it now because you
could keep a serious condition from developing. Take
responsibility for your future.
LIBRA: You can maintain your well-balanced stance
in life. Don’t be thrown off course by a surprising circumstance, but continue to give each area of your life
what it needs.
SCORPIO: Keep your possessive nature under control. Give your partner the freedom to be an individual rather than just your person. In the long run, it will
be to your advantage.
SAGITTARIUS: An optimistic view is more important now than ever before. You have the capability of
seeing a good outcome in the future of any situation.
Keep on keeping on.
CAPRICORN: Your contributions at meetings and
seminars can increase your prestige. Arrive early so
you can visit and make connections. You could meet
someone who will be important to you in the future.
AQUARIUS: Stamina and creativity are running high
for you now. It’s time to tackle a home-improvement
project or to jump into a special situation at work
where you can show your stuff.
PISCES: April can be an exciting month with holidays and good weather offering opportunities for
great outdoor activities. Get into the mood. Plan an
adventure with your friends or family.
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MAY

ARIES: Use your ability to generate new
ideas when you are working on a project or
being confronted with a problem. If you
are momentarily stymied, stop. Let your
idea develop.
TAURUS: More and more, it seems that
others look to you for information and
help in making decisions. Don’t just blow
them off. Though it can be an interruption,
take their requests seriously.
GEMINI: A situation at home dominates your
off-duty hours. But come on, it’s not that serious. Go
ahead and paint it that color. And yes, you can afford that
new chair. Stimulate the economy. The stars approve.
CANCER: You may not be a verbally talented person,
but make conversation. Keep it going. It’s not that difficult if you take an interest in who you are talking to and
what the two of you are talking about.
LEO: You’ll get the lion’s share of attention if you can
come up with new and pertinent information. At this
point, somebody has to do it, and you know that it should
be you.
VIRGO: If you forgot about Mothers Day, do something
about it. Pick up your phone and call. If you did do something for your mom on her day, call anyway. You’ll never
know how important that call will be.
LIBRA: Your sign indicates that you should be having
a balanced life with time for work and home. If either of
these areas is being neglected, do something before problems develop.
SCORPIO: Use the clarity of the early morning as a time
to determine what’s important and what could be put on
the back burner. Determine what your main goal will be
and work toward that.
SAGITTARIUS: No one is skillful in every area of work
or life. Accept that you might have limitations in one situation or another and let someone else carry it forward.
There’s no harm in that.
CAPRICORN: It’s a beautiful thing when your creativity
and energy come together at the same time. You’ll know
when it’s happening. But even then, the key to progress is
to focus on one thing, then another.
AQUARIUS: It’s time to put yourself first. It has to happen now so don’t put it off. Mainly, it’s a matter of health.
Take yourself in hand, get checked out by a doctor, schedule exercise, and try to eat healthier stuff.
PISCES: Nice weather and the call of the road are making you think about taking a trip. It’s not spring fever but
something more basic, the need to take time off. Rest
your mind and body.
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PAWS TO HEAL

A

s with any cherished pet, ensuring your
companion bird is eating the best and
most balanced diet is imperative to its overall
health and quality of life. Some may be surprised that an all seed diet is not a balanced and beneficial diet for companion birds.
An all seed diet is very high in fat and can lead to obesity
and atherosclerosis (clogged arteries); is low in calcium
which is needed to maintain bone strength. Feeding an
all seed diet can result in overall poor health and ultimately a shortened lifespan.
You may be wondering what is the other option to getting your birds a well balanced and nutrient rich diet.
The answer to that is combining an organic pelleted
food, based on fresh grains and legumes, with a variety
fresh fruit and vegetables. Birds should be fed a balanced pelleted diet to ensure they receive the proper nutrition needed to achieve optimal health. Because birds
are sensitive to harsh artificial colors, pesticides, and
preservatives, an organic diet is ideal. Many commercial
pelleted diets contain artificial colors and preservatives
that are carcinogenic (cause cancer). Feeding an organic
pelleted diet, your bird will have better feather quality,
more vibrant coloring, and will be healthier, and will
typically require less medical care in the long run. Also,
your birds will require less volume as the pelleted foods
are more densely nutritious and there is much less mess
and waste from seed hulls. Supplementing the pellet diet
with small amounts of fruits and veggies is a great way
to add variety to your bird’s diet.
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If considering switching your bird’s diet, it
should only be done under the guidance or supervision of a veterinarian with experience in
avian medicine and nutrition, as it can sometimes be a challenging process. Your veterinarian can
work with you to ensure your bird does not lose weight
or starve during the process and is weaned onto the new
food in a way that will prevent unnecessary stress on you
and your bird. It is difficult to assess weight visually,
so it’s important that your bird is weighed almost daily
through the process. Don’t be surprised if your veterinarian suggests enjoying the new foods, fruits, and vegetables with your bird, as birds often mimic what their
companions eat.
Luckily, there have been great advances in bird diets in
recent years and there are several companies that make
organic pelleted bird food. Some recommended by
Paws to Heal Veterinary Clinic include Harrison’s Bird
Diets, Totally Organics, and Golden Feast Gold Nobles,
and Avian Organics (for treats) to name a few. A great
way to begin to introduce your bird to these foods is by
introducing their treats and birdie breads. Both Avian
Organics and Harrison’s make tasty and nutritious treats
for birds. Also, Harrison’s Bird Diets offers an extremely popular Birdie Bread Mix. It comes in a variety of
flavors, and is easily mixed, baked, and enjoyed by your
birds. By introducing the pelleted diets, along with these
treats and bread mixes, you and your birds will enjoy the
benefits of improved health and appearance, increased
playfulness, reduced problem behaviors and illness, and
enhanced companionship!
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Live WeLL Today.
Re aLize youR dRe ams.
BuiLd a Legacy.
Successful investing is about more than increasing your net
worth — it supports your future goals and desire for a lasting
legacy without undue compromise to your current lifestyle.
Wachovia Securities’ EnvisionSM combines goals-based guidance
with an effective, easy-to-understand method for achieving
your most important dreams while living well now. With the
Envision process, we are ready to bring new clarity to your
life goals and enhance your confidence in achieving them.

Greater expectations
WiTh Wachovia

Larr y J. Murphy
Vice President - Investment Ofﬁcer
1650 Tysons Boulevard, Suite 500
McLean, VA 22102
703-827-7670
larr y.j.murphy@wachoviasec.com
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